EasySpell.V15 - Vocabulary
Section 1
abandoned, abbreviate, absolutely, abundance, accelerate, accelerator, acceptable, accessible, accessory,
accidental, accidentally, accommodate, accommodation, accompaniment, accomplish, accomplished,
accordingly, accountable, accumulate, accumulator, accusation, achievement, acknowledge,
acknowledgement, acoustics, acquisition, acrobatic, acupuncture, adaptable, adaptation, addiction,
addictive, additional, additionally, addressee, adjective, adjustable, adjustment, administrator, admirable.
Section 2
admiration, admission, adolescent, adoration, advantage, adventure, advertise, advertisement, advertising
affection, affidavit, affirmative, aftercare, afternoon, aggravate, aggression, aggressive, aggressor,
agreement, agriculture, albatross, alcoholic, alienated, alligator, alphabetical, alternate, alternator,
altogether, altruistic, aluminium, amalgamate, amazement, ambassador, ambiguous, ambitious,
ambulance, amplifier, amusement, annihilate, anniversary, announcer, antagonise, antagonistic,
anthropology.
Section 3
antibiotic, anticipate, antidepressant, antipathy, antiseptic, antitoxin, apocalypse, apolitical, apologetic,
apologise, apostrophe, appalling, apparently, appealing, appearance, appetiser, appliance, applicant,
application, appointment, appreciate, approbation, appropriate, approving, approximate, arbitrary,
arbitrate, arbitrator, archaeology, archangel, archipelago, architect, architecture, aristocracy, arithmetic,
arrangement, arrogance, arthritis.
Section 4
articulate, articulation, artificial, artillery, artistically, asparagus, aspiration, assassinate, assertive,
assessment, assistance, assistant, associate, association, assortment, assumption, asthmatic, astonished,
astrology, astronaut, astronomy, asymmetrical, atmosphere, attachment, attendance, attendant, attention,
attentive, attraction, attractive, available, avalanche, awareness, blackberry, blacklist, blackmail,
blameless, blindfold, bloodthirsty, blueberry, blueprint, brainiest, brainless, breakdown.
Section 5
breakfast, breakthrough, breasting, breaststroke, breathing, breathlessly, breathtaking, bridegroom,
bridesmaid, briefcase, brightest, brilliant, brilliantly, broadcast, broadcasting, brontosaur, broomstick,
brotherhood, brutality, challenge, chameleon, champagne, character, characterise, characteristic,
chauffeur, checkmate, cheekbone, cheeseburger, chemistry, childhood, chiropodist, chocolate,
cholesterol, chronology, classical, classicism, classification, classified, classmate.
Section 6
classroom, claustrophobia, clipboard, cloakroom, clockwise, cloudless, craftsman, cranberry, craziness,
creatively, creativity, creditable, cremation, crescendo, criminally, critically, criticise, criticism, crocodile,
crossword, crucifixion, cruellest, crusaders, crystalline, crystallise, cylindrical, dragonfly, drainpipe,
dramatically, dramatisation, dramatise, drastically, drawbridge, dreamland, dreamless, dreamlike,
drinkable, dromedary, droppings, drowsiness, drugstore, drumstick, eccentric, ecologist.
Section 7

economist, education, effective, effectively, efficiency, efficient, effortless, egocentric, electrical,
electrician, electricity, electrify, electrode, electromagnet, electronic, elementary, eliminate, elimination,
elliptical, embarrass, emergency, emotional, employment, encourage, endeavour, energetic, enjoyable,
enjoyment, enlargement, enthusiasm, environment, equipment, equivalent, escalator, especially, essential,
essentially, establish, eternally, etiquette.
Section 8
evaporate, evergreen, everybody, everything, everywhere, evidently, evolution, exaggerate, exaggeration,
excellent, exception, exceptional, excessive, excitement, exclamation, excluding, exclusive, execution,
exhibition, existence, expansion, expectancy, expensive, experience, experiment, explanation,
exploitation, exploration, explosion, expression, extension, extinguish, extraction, extraordinary,
extravagant, extremely, eyewitness, flammable, flavoured, flowerpot, fractional, fragility, fragmentary,
fragrance.
Section 9
frankness, frequencies, frequency, frequently, freshness, freshwater, friendless, friendship, frightful,
frivolous, fruitless, frustrate, frustrated, frustration, gladiator, glamorous, glittering, glycerine, gracefully,
gracelessly, graciously, gradually, grammatical, grammatically, gramophone, grandchild, grandchildren,
granddaughter, grandfather, grandmother, grandparent, grapefruit, graphical, grasshopper, grassland,
gratefully, gratification, gratitude, gravestone, graveyard.
Section 10
gravitate, gravitation, greenhouse, greyhound, groceries, grotesque, hydrotherapy, hygienist,
hypnotherapy, hypnotise, hypocrite, hysterical, icebreaker, idealistic, identical, ignorance, illegitimate,
illiterate, illuminate, illustrate, imaginable, imaginary, imitation, immediate, immigrant, immigration,
immortality, impatient, implication, important, impossible, impression, impressive, improvement,
improvise, impulsive, inaccurate, inadequate, incapable, incapacity, inclination, including, incognito,
inconclusive.
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